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How FRIDAY keeps Zenreach
running around the clock
Zenreach is a WiFi analytics and marketing platform that enables businesses to monitor
foot traffic within their brick and mortar locations. These customers provide branded guest
WiFi access in exchange for email sign up, which allows the business to send customers
marketing content directly. Understandably, constant uptime system-wide is key to
Zenreach’s success.
“If something in a client’s IT setup goes awry on location, our platform can’t do its job and it
triggers a waterfall of problems,” said JW Phillips, Senior Manager of Hardware Operations
at Zenreach. “We need to keep these access points online and get them back online quickly
if they go offline.”
As the person responsible for overseeing support operations at Zenreach, Phillips saw
how laborious the process was firsthand. Efforts to reduce the number of hours spent on
infrastructure support were sorely needed and welcome.
“On our end, there was a lot of manual data scraping from multiple sources, putting it into a
spreadsheet, and assembling–it wasn’t responding in real time,” Phillips said. “That’s a lot of
time spent on the phone and with email before we could get close to the bottom of the issue.”
Additionally, monitoring from a distance was a challenge. Each brick and mortar location had
its own unique IT setup, and with thousands of sites – even those in the same organization,
but in different locations -- knowing each one’s intricacies was an impossible task.
Over the years, Zenreach partnered with Cluster Networks on several accounts. However,
three factors still stood in the way of their ideal solution: time, proactive monitoring, and
scaling while maintaining the same level of service. As their clients grew to more locations,
Zenreach needed to find a way to support more locations without adding significant numbers
to their staff.
“We wanted to fix the problems before they started,” Phillips said. “That process would save
time, personnel headache, and most importantly, keep our clients online.” So when Cluster
Networks unveiled their AI-driven MSP solution, it was clear that Zenreach was the perfect
client to experience the difference artificial intelligence (AI) could make in their operation.
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With the launch of FRIDAY, Cluster Networks utilizes AI to monitor IT infrastructure and
inform clients of issues in real time, while the system identifies the root cause of the problem and dynamically takes next steps to craft a resolution. FRIDAY proactively reaches out
to Zenreach customers experiencing connectivity issues via text, taking anyone at any IT
experience level – even no experience – through the steps needed to resolve their issue.
By using artificial intelligence to monitor, alert clients, and troubleshoot issues in real time,
Zenreach could take a proactive approach to their clients ’networks. Instead of getting a
call reporting an issue and then taking the time to identify and solve it, FRIDAY springs into
action within seconds of any interruption to the network or to IT devices. Oftentimes, issues
were identified before they were noticed by customers or employees on-site.
“We are at the epicenter of something huge,” said TJ Karwal, Co-founder, Cluster Networks.
“Our industry is learning how AI will permanently change how support operations and call
centers are run. The fact that we’re proactively identifying problems while letting the AI do
the heavy lifting is an incredible shake-up.”
FRIDAY works for Zenreach–in real time
In April 2020, Zenreach elected to incorporate FRIDAY. Within minutes, the AI platform
was set up and ready to respond to issues across thousands of brick and mortar locations.
Results came in just as quickly as it took to set up the program: it only took a few hours to
begin seeing FRIDAY’s impact on Zenreach’s clients. Issues that once took days or weeks
to resolve were reduced to just a few hours of time, thanks to the AI that took Zenreach
clients through that first phase of troubleshooting.
Actionable monitoring: FRIDAY consistently monitors each managed network and IT
devices, kicking into gear when an issue is detected without any human prompting.
With FRIDAY, Zenreach’s clients receive a text alerting someone on staff to the issue,
often before an issue is noticed by employees or customers. A message might read:
“We noticed your WiFi is down. Do you have a moment to chat with me and get it back
online?” It’s simple with a human touch

Simplified troubleshooting: Zenreach’s clients do not need a tech wiz on staff to get to the
bottom of a WiFi problem. In fact, the person on the other side of the line is often a retail
associate, not an IT professional. Through quick phone, email, and text responses, coupled
with easy to follow visuals, networks were up and running again without interference from
an expert from Zenreach or Cluster Networks. “Not everyone is tech savvy, but FRIDAY
simplifies seemingly complex issues in layman’s terms,” said Gary Wright, CTO and
co-founder, Cluster Network
Rapid response time: Tickets that once took six days to resolve were closed out in 48
hours or fewer. The MTTR shrank astronomically across the board, no matter if Zenreach’s
client was a small coffee shop or a stadium
Reduced workload for both Zenreach and its clients: FRIDAY does the heavy lifting by
eliminating hours spent on the phone or going back and forth on email. That leaves
Zenreach representatives free to focus on bigger issues. In fact, out of the first 45 tickets
opened with Zenreach after onboarding FRDIAY, 28 were resolved by text.
“You’re reducing workload with FRIDAY by Cluster Networks because it automates troubleshooting, instead of taking up valuable time with emails and phone calls,” Phillips said
Flexibility: Many of Zenreach’s clients operate in industries with rapid turnover, and that
disconnect leads to delays in implementing much-needed fixes. FRIDAY’s dashboard and
text-based options allow anyone of any role to communicate and resolve the issue, without
relying on a single point of contact on the ground.
FRIDAY “It only gets smarter”
For Phillips, implementing FRIDAY by Cluster Networks hit all of Zenreach’s biggest pain
points: reducing MTTR, freeing up valuable staff time, reducing overhead, and most importantly, keeping the WiFi up and running for clients and their customers alike.
“AI only gets smarter – the more it learns, the more it becomes like a Swiss army knife that
can do whatever you want or need it to do,” Phillips said. “As we continue to grow with FRIDAY, it will only better Zenreach, our clients, and our clients ’customers.”.

What does FRIDAY mean to you?

To us, there’s nothing like Friday.
The optimism, the accomplishments.
That carefree feeling of the approaching weekend.
Friday also means that something new is on
the horizon. A new week ahead that will bring
new opportunities built on the ground-breaking
work that has already been laid.
FRIDAY AI is setting out to do just that.

